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This study is mainly aimed at the analysis and design of a
marketing information' system using A A Pacific Co. as a case
example. The concept of an integrated. computerized system for
marketing decision making is still very new to Hong Kong and this
study should he a pionaer of its kind
The marketing information system decided in this research
is an integrated system. That means the system is divided into
several sub systems. Input from one system is processed and output
is produced. The output then forms the input to another subsystem.
The four subsystems 1_n this entire package are: External Environment
Subsystem, Internal Environment -Subsystem,* Consumer Profile Subsystem
and Product Profile Subsystem.
The Dialcom communication package is adopted with appropriate
modification to form the basic software and hardware components of
the system because of its flexibility and great variety of facilities
under it.
Finally, due regard has been given to the human aspects of the
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Fast access to information is critical to the success of business.
This is particularly so for marketing, which represents the
revenue earning power of a business. Hence, the construction of
a marketing information system is essential for corporate success
given that managers nowadays is at a loss to select the relevant
information for decision making. With a sea of information, morever
managers often feel helpless as to what information to choose
from. At other times, managers might be in lack of information
to make decisions. In this regard, the marketing information
system under consideration must he able to identify and provide
the relevant information for decision making.
With a sophisticated information system, information might be
retrieved in nanoseconds, with virtually unlimited on-line storage
and inquiry capacity. However, surveys undertaken in 1966 and
1970 shows that: marketing- the most sensitive aspect of business
that affects the general welfare of the company- utilizes only one
-seventh of the services available from the computer. With
increasing competition and the turbulence, of the environment, the
utillation of computers in marketing should be enhanced so that




The assumptions in pure-rationalism are deeply rooted in
modern civilization and culture, and is consistent with
positivism, rationalism and optimism It is a scientific
method of problem analysis and involves the following steps:
2.1.1 Estabish a complete set of operational goals, with
relative weights allocated to the 'different degrees to
which. each may be achieved.
2.1.2 Establish and veighting a complete inventory of other
value s.
2.1.3 Preparing a c.omp 1 ete set of a 11e rnative po 1 icies•
2.1.4 Preparing a comp1ete set of a11 va1id predictions of the
costs and benefits of each alternatives in terms of
operational goals, other values and resources.
2.1.5 Calculating the net differential expectation for each
po1icy, and se1ect t he best a11 e rnative-
The model described by Simon as above has actually been ruled
out as neither descriptive? nor prescriptive because it is too
d emandin g and ass ume s an id ea1 d e cision sit ua11 on. 11 ign ores
the psychology and politics of human choice. Decision making
is often political I'll vote for you on this issue if you'll
vote for me on that. Listing all direct and indirect goals,
3values and alternatives is beyond our knowledge and capacity.
The decision. process for pure rationalists would be one of
hesitation-choice pattern: indefinite period of hesitation
until the time for action is past. Indeed, Simon admits that
in practice, most decisions are stimulus-response kind.
And it is very difficult to define goals. For example, what
is the goals of the Education Department? Is it to see that
every child has a school place to go to? Is the actual
education children receive adequate? What.t is the meaning, of
adequate? Passing examinations? Living a meaningful life?
In fact, ends are often means, to further ends, and the means
-end chain will then he traced into a value realm of value
description, the content of which is so ill-defined that
the analysis becomes valueless. In fact, we can say that
rationality is. only possible in a closed system with limited
number of variables and limited range of consequence.
42.2 Incrementalism
According to Charles Lindblom, policy-maker rely heavily on
past experience with small policy steps to predict the
consequence of similar steps extended into the future. Values
held by decision makers are deliberately excluded from the
model.
According to Lindblom, decision is not made once and for all,
it is made and remade endlessly. It is a process of successive
approximation to the desired objective. On the who-le,
incremental decision making is political in nature. Attempting
big jumps to desired goals requires prediction beyond one's
knowledge. Decision is one step, if it is successful, it will
be followed by another.
Slow evolution of policies by cautious incremental changes
is better than radical innovative policies, the latter has a
greater chance of having unexpected or undesirable consequence.
It upsets social equiblibrium, rock the boat, stir up antagonism
and paralyzing schisms. In fact, Quinn' s study showed that
incrementalism is an explicit mode of good management in complex
organizations. Organizations as a complex system predisposes
them towards incrementalism.
One important criticism of incrementalism is that important
alternative potential policies and values are neglected, which
are essential for the formulation of good policies. Dror also
5criticize that incrementalism is only true under the following
situations: present policies must he satisfactory, there must
be a high degree of continuity in the nature of the problem and
there must be a high degree of continuity in the available means
for dealing with the problem. Meanwhile, the concept of
incremental changes is vague. the same change might he regarded
as incremental or radical in different system and at different
times.
62.3 The Satisficing 14odel
There are limits to rationality. Human beings are not perfect
problem solvers. A purely rational being would be a problem
-solving machine with no problems. Men must sacrifice because
it does not have the means to maximize
The satisficing model, according to Herbert Simon and James
March, is based on the notion of a fresh--and--blood human being
rather than a superman. Decision makers would identify obvious
policy alternatives based on recent policy experience and
evaluate their expected payoff. If they consider an expected
payoff to be satisfactory, they carry out that alternative
without trying to look for additional alternatives that would
yield higher payoff. Only when all the expected payoff is
less than the satisficing level will policymakers look for
more alternatives, taking somewhat innovative ones. Because
of strong inertia and conservative forces in organization, it
is hard to achieve even the satisfactory quality and the search
for alternative will stop earlier and the standard for
satisfaction will be lowered accordingly. Satisfactory quality
is quite an achievement and policy makers should aim at it
rather than the optimum model.
2.4 The Marketing Information Systsem
2. 4.1 Basically, the marketing information system will be desigened
based on the3 satisficing moda,k and can be illustrated by



















8The first step in the decision making process is the
identification of the problem to be solved. This is logical
because if the problem cannot be identified, there is no
way to solve the problem. Some problems might not be so
easily identified but still decision makers must identify
the problem in sufficiently quantificable terms. The
second step of identifying information needs follows
logically from the first. But in reality, analysts are
immersed in the sea of information and they do not know
how to select the information that are relevant. Hence,,
a satisficingapproach in collecting information is
used.
Information is obviously very important in efficient as
well as effective policy making. It is timely and
accurate information, coupled, with the sophistacated
decision making ability of management, that produce
sound decisions. what is postulated her: is that decision
makers strives to be rational based on the information
available. Indeed, tae can see the complexity of information
that needs to be taken into account when a marketing
decision is to be made. It is just impossible to take care
of all the considerations and decision makers must establish
a trade-off. In our marketing information system, we have
made a large number if simplifying assumptions only to make
9life easily.
generally speaking. assumptions are made to limit the scope
Df the problem or, in another words, to limit and thus to
help and identify the information to be looked for. After
this narrowing dowm process and given the available
resources,' decision maker can look for the information
required from the computer and work out his solutions
rationally', in a subjective sense of course. If the
solutions appear satisfactory-, he might choose to stop
orking on the problem or he might go on searching more
information to improve the quality of his decision (of
course, he must have the resources to do so. That is to
say, if the deadline for making the choice is still far
iwwTay and he is not too busy, he may try more library work
to collect more information, but the marginal benefit of
the additional information must be greater or equal to
The marginal. cost of obtaining it)
Actually, what is suggested here is that the implementation.
Df a very sophisticated information system might lower the
narginal_ cost of information collection effort. Very often,
policy analysts act incrementally because they are lot
equipped with a good information system. A database
information system provides an interface between users and
the databank, and allow users to retrieve the information
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they want using simple 'query languages' cheaply. The
conclusion is therefore that a super database might allow
decision-making to approximate the ideal state of rational
decision making, and thus maximizing the effectiveness and
efficiency of decision making
It is true that acceptance by political actors in the
decision making system is still a prerequistic for effective
implementation of a policy. Without this acceptance, the
imposition of a solution or policy alternative merely
changes the original problem into an enforcement problem.
It is understandable that decision making do involve some
mutual adjustment and muddling through (in particular if
the issue has widespread repercussions and when there is a
lot of uncertainties) Nevertheless, rational analysis,
at least intended rational analysis, should play a dominant
role in our marketing information system. With the advent
of sophisticated information technology, it can he expected
that decision making would become less and less political.
Although every decision would involve some uneven
distribution of costs and benefits and those politically
powerful groups would not look at decisions that are
detrimental to their interest. Yet, with sufficient
information to justify the decision., political actors
would and should give way even they might suffer a negative
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payoff after the implementation of the decision (such
policy changes, however, usually bring them long-term
benefits). Assuming that political actors are not too
selfish and policy analysts have sufficient persuasion
skills, we can say that the satisficing model is a
reasonable .descriptive as well as prescriptive model for
our marketing information system.
As far as information collection is cencerned, it can be
postulated that the gradual accumulation of information




3.1 An integrated system will he developed based on the four
profiles mentioned below. Information from the profiles will
be integrated and summarized monthly, quarterly, or annually
by classification for top management's scruntiny. Of course
on-line retrieval capacity would be available whenever top
management requires immediate information.
More important, exception reports would be generated as a periodic
product of the system to determine which areas need improving.
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3.2 Essentially, the Marketing Information System will be aimed
at collecting data, which are then processed to provide the
information needs for strategic planning and development
by top management of A & A Pacific Ltd.
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3.3 Data will be collected and analysed centered around the four
profiles as shown below:
3.3.1 External. environment subsystem
3.3.2 Internal environment subsystem
3.3.3 Customer Profile Subsystem
3.3.4 Product Profile Subsystem
Chapter 4
4_Company prof 11 e
A A Pacific is a medium size, company diversified into a number
of areas including computer consultancy, insurance consultancy,
personnel agency and 'training. However, its major product is
k. A VIP card, a discount card. The organization chart for the
company is shown in Appendix 1. Business has been quite smooth
for the past few years. However, to improve performance, management
of the company still forms a steering committee to survey into
areas of possible improvement.
The following wots~up analysis has been performed as a form of
organization audit first before the implementation of any computer
systems:
4.1 Mission statement- the mission statement is the intended
future role of the organization in the society. As the
major product of the firm is discount card, the following
mission statement has been deve1oped:
1
To help tlie public to make the most out of their limited
pay packets by negotiating with shops, restaurants or
other retail outlets to offer them discounts or lower
prices on presentation of their member card and to
engage in related business in a diversified fashion.
The above mission statement was agreed upon by top management
16
of the company and would serve as a guide for
future strategic planning and development.
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4.2 Based on the mission statement, we can roughly outlet the
target market for the firm's product as folocw,: population
earning less than $4,000 per month as the primary market
and the others as the secondary market.
The marketing information system would adjust the said salary
benchmark automatically after the hang Seng Price Index is keyec
into the system. Lifestyles of these groups will be monitored
to determine the whole marketing mix to achieve our objectives.
From government statistics, which are fed into the external
environment subsystem of our marketing information system, and
would be updated annually, we can determine the size of our
potential market. The long-term plan of the company is to
capture 100,000 members in ten year's time, comprising roughly
25% of the market share.
18
4.3 The marketing mix also follows directly from the mission
statement.
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4.4 The grand strategy and the most competitive initiative of the
company's idea is its commission structure that works as
follows.
Each holder of the A A VIP card will normally be persuaded
by the one who sold the card to him to be agent After he had
applied for agent. and was approved by the company, each one of
them shall receive a copy, of the following:
Welcome to be authorized agent of A A VIP card.
First, let me introduce to you some terms we use in
our commission scheme:
First generation members: members directly introduced
by you.
Second generation I If_mbers: members in oduced by first
generation members mentioned
above.
Third generation mebers: members introduced ley second
generation members mentioned
above
A you will see, you will not only get commission for first
generation members, you will also receive override comission
for second and third generation members
Commission structure:
1)25% commission on the innual fee of VIP card, that is,
HK$25.00 fory first generation member recruited
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2)15% commission on the annual fee of VIP card, that is,
HK$15.00 for every second generation member recruited.
3)10% commission on the annual fee of VIP card, that is,
HK$10.00 for every third generation member recruited.
The following example serves to give you a better idea on
how the scheme ,works:
Assume that you introduce only 20 persons (less than 2
persons per month) as VIP cardholder during he first
year.
Commission received on first generation members:
HK$20.00 x 25= HK$500.00
Further assume that the 20 first *generation members
st ted above also introduce only ,0 per son s as VIP
cardholder during the first year.
As a result, total number of second generation members
20 x 20= 400
override commission received on second generation ,embers:
HK$ 1 5. 00 x 400 000 a 00
Again, suppose each second generation member only
introduce 20 persons to he VIP cardholder as all the
others do. Then total number of third generation members:
400 x 20= 8,000
Override commission received on third generation members:
will be:
21
HK$10 x 8,000= HK$80, 000.00
Of course, the more members you introduce, the more
commission you earn. Nevertheless, even if you stop
putting in effort after the first. 20 persons, you
still earn the following commission:
Total yearly commission received
HK$ (500± 6)000+ 80)000)
= HK$86, 500.00
Or, in monthly terms= HHK$7, 1.25.00 per month
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Bonus scheme
l.Agents who can successfully sell 100 cards in two
months' time are entitled to win a 1/10 ounce gold
coin.
2.Agents who can successfully sell 400 cards in two
months' time are entitled to win a 1/5 ounce gold
coin.
3.Agents who can successfully sell 1000 cards in three
months' time are entitled to win a 1/2 ounce gold
coin and a sales training package.
4.Agents who can successfully sell 8000 cards in half
a year are entitled to win a one ounce gold coin and
a tour package,
Promotion channels for agents
Agent
This is the.' entry level position for card agents of
A A Pacific Co.
«;
Supe rvisor
Agents who can successfully sell 400 cards in two
months; or
Agents who can successfully sell 800 cards.
Unit Manager
Agents who can successfully sell 1000 cards in three
months; or
Agents who can successfully sell 2.000 cards.
Agency Manager
Agents who can successfully sell 8000 cards in half
a year; or
Agents who can successfully sell 16000 cards.
Note:
1.Cards sold inc1ude those so1d bv 11rst and second
g en era t i on mernb ers.
2.All the cold coins sent out would be Krugerrand gold
coins.
3.All Agency Manager will be given a private room as
office.
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Working guidelines for recruitment of agents
1.The agent should first sell the card to potential clients.
2.Having successfully sold the card, the agent can inform the
new cardholder that he/she can start recruiting members for
the company, and thereafter receive commission and override
commission for members introduced. A brief description of
the scheme and some VIP card application forms can be
given to him/her for this purpose
3.The agent can, at his discretion, organize and select
potential agents from his list of first generation members
to attend an introductory session held at the conference
room of A A Pacific Co.. A slide with recorded narrative
has been prepared to aid the agent in expl.ni.ng the scheme
more clearly to his clients. The content of the slide
show and the narrative' is shot..-,n in Appendix XIII.
4.After the slide show or at any convenient time, each
potential agent should be asked to fill in an application
for appointment form and sign two copies of an agreement
to be authorized agent of the company, and return the
duplicate to the company.
5. Each new agent will be given a brochure'. The agent
concerned should explain clearly everything contained in
the brochure to the new agent s.
6.Althou gh all agents are given the authority to recommend
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the appointment of new agents up to the third generation,
it is expected that each new agent should be adequately
motivated.
7.All the agreements, forms and brochures are obtainable
from the company.
8.It is advised that at least 5 persons are invited to attend
each session. Advance booking of conference room is needed
at 3-329779.
The marketing information system includes a program written in
Cobol to calculate the commission entitled by each agent.
Commission would be issued by direct debit into agent's account.
A computer output listing all the narries and telephone numbers of
his/her newly recruited first generation members, second
generation members and third generation member. s would be sent to
each agent. This enables the agents to motivate his first
generation members, and even. second generation members easily
and directly.
The total commission expenditure would forr.1 an input to an account
in. the internal environment suhsystelrm.
The system would also monitor and then output the names of persons
who are entitled to a promotion.. Bonus would be Considered as
commission expenses.
The number of new agents, super'vi sons, unit managers and agency
managers would he outputted from the computer and a trend analysis
26
would be performed to monthly. An exception report would be
produced if there is a downward trend in the number of agents.
27
4.4 Strengths of the company:
4.4.1 Management of the company is initiative and flexible
4.4.2 The company is engaged in a diversified investment.
4.4.3 Staff all have high-loyalty and are hard-working.
4.4.4 The company is located in a good looking building and
office decoration is elegant.
4.4.5 A & A Personnel Consultancy is the first agency in Hong
Kong to offer a comprehensive psychological and interview
test, with expert opinion on scores and post employment
review.
4.4.6 The commission structure for the discount card division
of the company is a very innovative idea and should be
able to generate a lot of business for the company.
4.4.7 The application form for A & A VIP card, as per attached
in Appendix II, containes a direct debit authorization
form and a cond-it ion for use which states as follows:
The Holder shall be presumed to intend to
renew the Card(s) for another year upon
expiry of the Card(s) curently in use by
Holder unless one itmonth's notice is given
to the Co. Prior to the expiry date of the
Card(s).
The form and the above clause allows the company to maintain
a rather stable number of members.
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4.5 Weaknesses of the company:
4.5.1 The company is small in size with limited capital.
4.5.2 Management is. rather inexperienced and young.
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4.6 Opportunities in the environment:
4.6.1 The company has a very initiative commission structure.
4.6.2 The market for discount card is very big. No company
in Hong Kong had ever engaged in the discount card
business with any success before.
4.6.3 The company can diversify its service into various
sector of the economy, gearing of course at the target
market.
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4.7 Threats in the environment:
4.7.1 Competitors might easily copy the company's commission
scheme.
4.7.2 The commission scheme doesn't work as expected
4.7.3 Possible cash flow problems in the first four months
(as shown in the buggetted cash flow statement below,
which is generated by the internal environment
subsystem. The various expense items are averages
of historical figures and would be generated and
automatically roll forward every month).
Cash Budget
Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
50 97 188 365 707 1371 2659 5157 10000Cards sold
5000 4700 9100 17700 34200 66400 128800Cash inflow
Ca sh outflow:
392 392 392 392 392 392 392 392 392Stationery
170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170 170Postage
Photocopying
2240 2240 2240 2 22 40 2240 2240 2240 2240printing
500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500 500Sundry Expenses:
2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200 2200Wages
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Telephone 243 243 243 243 243 243 243 243 243
Rent 3422 3422 3422 3422 3422 3422 3422 3422 3422
Cleaning 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240 240
Electricity 171 171 171 171 171. 171 171 171 171
Megazine
newspaper 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153 153
9731 9731 9731 9731 9731 9731 9731 9731 9731
'Less commission 2500 2350 4550 8850 17100 33200 64400 124900
Card Expenses 4500 4500 9000 22500
Net Cash (7231) (1381) (5181) (5381 )2868 144 468 32168 115168
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4.8 Based on the above, a ten year sales forcast was developed for
the company. Assume that at the end of the first year, there
are 10,000 members, while at the end of the tenth year, there
are 100,000 members.
To achieve the above target, the compound annualrowth rate
must be 30%:
year 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991
members
10000 12915 16681 21533 27826 35938 46416
year 1992 1993 1994
members 59948 7 742` 100000
plan syear
1985
printing and plastic cards production.
insurance cove rage for cardholders
go into the advertising and -negazine business (in
the form of a free monthly newsletter to cardholders)
1988
new contract to shops, that is, shop member must
pay a certain amount of annual fee.
1989 A A VIP service station will he built. These
service stations will be operated in similar fashion
as 7-eleven. Members will be entitled to a very
heavy discount in these shops.
The following are sales prediction for the first year:
month Apr Flay Jun Dui Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec
members 50 97 188 365 707 1371 2659 5157 10000
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Forecast for number of shops:
- target at 1000 shops at the end of the year.
- 5 shops must he recruited each day, then the sales can
concentrate on larger shops and shops that are insufficient
in number.
- shops will be monitored trimonthly to see if there is any
shops that had one bankrupt, if the number and kind of
shops are distributed in an adequate fashion amongst
different districts. There should not be too large a
number of shops because this would mean that each shop
member would not benefit too much from participation in
the scheme. It is decided upon by the steering committee
that for every 100 cardholders, there should he one for
each type of shops. Our marketing information system
would receive input from, the file containing the names
and locations of existing shops and the file containing
details of members, and the output oulc? be what kinds
of shops, and in What area, should be added to the
shop list. Shops are classified according to a predetermined
scheme. Part of the shops under each classification has
been attached (Appendix III).
On 1 July- full--time salesmen will he recruited to sell the card
as employment benefit to companies, to promote
personnel consultancy services and training provided
34
by the company and to sell the marketing information
package similar to the one presented in this paper.
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4.9 Strategies to be undertaken in case there is a sudden downturn of
business or the commission scheme doesn't work:
4.9.1 Cut cost and launch some work study programs.
4.9.2 Cards offered at a great discount to predetermined groups
like students of both Universities and the Polytechnic.
4.9.3 Diversify the activities of the company.
4.9.4 The last resort is to corporate with charity organizations
like World Vision of Hong Kong or Oxfam Letters would be
sent to them to invite them to participate in a joint
program- the i st year annual fee of all cards sold less the
cost, which is roughly HHK$50, would be donated to alleviate
the bitterness of the Ethiopians. Before the charity sales,
all the of forts of the sale smten would be directed to the
recruitment of large shop members like Yue Wah, Park'n Shop
and likewise. Since the annual fee of the card is only
HK$100, it is expected a considerable large number of cards
can be sold out in this way.
36
Chapter 5
5 External Environment Subsystem
5.1 Competitors Profile Subsystem
Competitors in the environment is identified and carefully
monitored. In fact, there are a very large number of competitors.
The following list is what can be discovered in the market,












Most of these cards are very inactive and some of them actually
can he neglected. Focus, therefore, will put on only those
active competitors.
5.1.1 The first step is to discover the strengths and weaknesses
of main competitors. A general interview with the persons
37
in charge of the above cards review the following.
5.1.1.1 Data Card
Strengths- they have around 1000 shops.
- they have two service stations, one in
Shatin, another in Mongkok.
Weaknesses- they use a direct selling approach.
- the company suffered loss for a number
of years already.
5.1.1.2 Versatile Card
Strengths- the price of the card is very cheap,
HK$38.00.
- the card is even used as a gift for
customers.
Weaknesses- the number of shops are limited.
- it still suffered from all the
difficulties of renewal of membership.
5.1.1.3 Endorsed Card
Strengths- a variety of services similar to that
provided by A & A Pacific Co. are
of fered
Weaknesses- the number of shop members is less
than 200.
the company is quite conservative in
looking for shop members.
~ the annual fee of the card is HK$2505
which is expensive compared with its
competitors.
5.1.1.4 Leigh Card
Strengths- the card conveys a classy image because
a pop star was recently asked to take
part in an advertising program of the
company«
- the company has strong financial
support.
Weaknesses- the number of shops is limited.i
t h e c a r d i s e x p e n s i v e, i t s p r i c e i s
HK$250.
5.1.2 The company will adopt two measures to monitor new
developments and new strategies of competitors:
5.1.2.1 Credit Bureaus~ Credit Bureaus 1ike Database
Asia Ltd will be appointed to monitor not
o n 1 y 111 e b a c k g r o i in d, b u t a 1 s o t h e
activities of competitors. These credit
bureaus will produce company reports of
competitors and periodically submit up-dated
reports o f c o m] e t i t o r s t: o t h e c o m p a n y.
Information can be obtained In this way. Since
all information of Database is stored in a
group account under the Dialcom system of Cable
and Wireless, the information can be retrieved
easily by connecting our mainframe to Dialcom.
One facility offered by Database is auto monitor.
The company would be automatically informed if
there is any'new developments in its competitors.
~ creditors, debtore would be similarly monitored.
5.1.2.2 Feedback from sales staff~ questionaires (please
see Appendix IV) will be sent to sales staff
biweek.lv to allow feedback of information theyj
obtained in the market to the company. The
quest ionaire is given In addition to their
I
daily sales report that they must submit each
day. The questionaire will be analysed by the
comput er system and report wou 1 d be subrni11ed
to top man a g e m e n t period i c. a 11 y
5.1.2.3 Newspaper cutting- a staff of the company will
be responsible for cutting news scraps that
c o ntain in£ o rma tion abou t competit ors.
Information will then be summarized and submitted
to top management.
5.1.2.4 Cuttings will also be made from magazines for
r e 1 e v a n t i n f o r m a t i o n.
5.1.2.5 In the name of any person, cards of each
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competitors will be bought to obtain first hand
information and strategies of them.
5.1.2.6 The system will automatically output members who
had refused to renew membership, and the members'
file will he updated accordingly. Telephone
interview will then be conducted to look for the
reasons why membership is discontinued.
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5.2 Market Profile Subsystem
5.2.1 Marketing decisions usually require the assimilation
of facts from 'sources other than marketing.
5.2.2 The database will consist essentially of
government statistics, cultural and social
information, information about the local economy,
political and legal developments and new advances
in technology.
5.2.3 Relevant news scraps will be cut from newspaper and
megazines.
5.2.4 Feedback from salesmen is also very important in determining
market conditions.
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5.3 Basically, the above subsystems provide a device for the company
to scan the internal and external environments, identify the
opportunities and problems continuously and providing feedback




6 Internal Environment Subsystem
6.1 Time-series analysis, regression and correlation analysis,
exponential smoothing, markov analysis can he used to forecast
the sales of the company. Each of these methods has its own
advantagles and disadvantages and one or more of them will be
chosen for sales forecasting depending on. their predictive
ability.
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6.2 Exponential smoothing is used because of its simplicity. It
uses a weighted moving average whereby the more recent elements
of the time series receive proportionately more weigh in
estimating the future demand than do the older elements. The
method of determining the type of smoothing and relative
weight to be assigned to the current demand constant can be
determined by the computer. The result that produces the
smallest error is the one selected.
45
6.3 The ten year plan would be revised each year end and roll forward
based on exponential smoothing by the computer system.
For the year 1985, similar revision as 6.5 will be made arid roll
forward each month.
Questionaires will be sent to staff of the company to determine
the attitude towards the company, and improvement can then be
made. The questionaire can be seen in Appendix V.
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6.4 An accounting package will be developed whereby a balance sheet
and profit and loss account can he generated quarterly (a sample
balance sheet output' is shown in Appendix VI and a sample
profit and loss account from the system is shown in Appendix VII),
from which, the following accounting ratios can be calculated:
6.8.1 For measuring liquidity - current ratio
- qucik ratio
6.8.2 For measuring activity, collection and payment periods,
turnover etc- ratio of sales to accounts receivable
average collection period
-ratio of bad debts to sales
average payment period
-sales to inventory ratio
- average inventory turnover period
sales to net working capital
ratio of sales to total assets
ratio of ales to fixed assets
6.8.3 For measuring profitability
- gloss profit margin
net. operating profit margin (before
interest and taxes)
- net profit margin (before taxes)
-net profit margin (after taxes)
-net return on total assets
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- net return on assets employed
-- return on net worth
6.8.4 For analysing a firm's financial structure:
ratio of total debt to total liabilities
and net worth
- ratio of' long-term debt to total liabilities
and net worth
- ratio of long-term debt to total
capitalization
-- ratio of net worth to total capitalization
ratio of total debt to net worth
ratio of long-term debt to net worth
- ratio Of fixed assets to net v 7or th
6.8.5 Coverage raLios- number of times interest is covered
by earnings
6.8.6 Miscellaneous ratios
- ratio of net sales to gross sales
ratio of s les and administrative expenses
to sales
- ratio of interest expenses to idles
6.8.7 Changes in these accounting ratios over time will he
monitored. Trends for certain ratios must be increasing
while for others must be decreasing. Some ratios, for
instance, the current ratio, must fall within solime.
48
interval (that is, 1 and' 2.5).
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6.9 Cost per card and agent
Using an absorption cost approach, the cost per card is found
to be HK$6.57. The' cost per agent- is found to be HK$4.65 (see
Appendix VIII). Our system would also monitor cost trends and
output exception reports in case of adnormal cost movements.
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6.10 Pro-forma budgetting
A pro-forma cash-flow statement is shown above. From
the pro-forma cash-flow statement and existing information in
the computer, pro-forma balance sheets and profit and loss
accounts can he developed for the rest of the year. The pro
-forma statements will be rolled forward quarterly. This can
all be done by the computer system.
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6.11 Inventory Management
6.11.1 A multitude of factors, such as service desired, expected
demand, stock on hand, lead time, pacl size, discounts,
safety stock and etc. will he considered.
6.11.2 During the first year, because of tight cashflow, the
number of cards ordered will he mainly geared to the
expected sales volume in the periods follow. This can
be seen in the cashflow statement.
6.11.3 However, a software package will be developed to take
into the relevant costs, demands to determine the optimal
reorder quantity and safety stocks. The system would be




The customer subsystem is mainly aimed at determining the needs of the
customers. Questionaires will be sent to members of the company to
survey their attitudes towards the company's products. Members will
be invited to make suggestions to improve the company's card.
The questionaire can be seen in Appendix V. Changes in attitudes
surveyed will be processed by the computer and output sent to top
management for decision making.
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Chapter 8
8 Product Profile Subsystem
Periodically integrated reports of the above subsystems will be sent
to top management so that new product decisions or change of existing
product decisions can be made.
8.1 New products
8.1.1 A straight-forward breakeven analysis T,7 ill be performed to
see if the hreakeven point is achievable. And the ratio
fix--cost over contribution can Ibe compared with market
potential to see if it is woprthwhi i e taking the investment.
8.1.2 Further con side r'ations included will be product life cycle,
cash flow discou._ ti ng, and sales effect of. the new
product mix. Sales forecasting and hudgett ing statements
will be made as, above.
8.1.3 The rate of return on the new product will also be
calculated to determine if investment: on the new
product should be made.
8.1.4 Probability will be made into the above calculations.
All calculations will he made by the computer using existing
information in the databank or newly inputted information.
8.1.5 Physical distribution- heuristic programming can be used to
determine the number of warehouses, warehouse layout, and
warehouse location. Warehouse can also be oranized to keep
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order-picking time to a minimum. This technique will be
used in case there is a new product to be marketed.
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8.2 Advertising and media selection
8.2.1 An early model developed by Vidale and Wolfe of Arther d.
Little, Inc., is used to determine the effect of advertising
on sales. Four factors are attributed to producing sales:
8.6.1.1 The level of advertising.
8.6.1.2 Response constant, which shows how many dollars of
sales would be generated per dollar of advertising
at a zero sales level.
8.6.1.3 Saturation level.
8.6.1.4 Sales decay constant.
8.2.2 Media selection models developed by the Batten, Barton,
Durstine and Osborn, Inc., uses linear programming to
select the mix of advertising that will mzximize total
exposure within budget time.
8.2.3 However, little advertising will he used as the distribution
method is mainly by agents selling to their friends.
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ChaDter 9
9 The Choice of Communication Package for the Marketing Information
System
9.1 There are numerous models of software and hardware packages for
the construction of the marketing information system. The
following are the types and kinds available for consideration:
9.1.1 Cop-Olaster of Excel Corporation--- ComNaster has a text
communications terminal with advanced text preparation it
both Arabic and Latin (English, French, Germane etc.)
and fully automated communications handling capacities.
ComMaster_ handles up to four lines concurrently.
It can he used as either a multipor_t or single line
terminal. Connected lines can he any combination of
public switched networks (Telex, DDD, etc.), private
wire, Local Area Network (LAN) and Teletex (Teletex with
its low cost transmission, sophisticated error control
protocal and. multilingual extended charater set promises
tremendous advantages for internatinal communication).
The package includes also the ComManager which combines
modularity, high speed switching and advanced systems
design. The powerful mini-switch can be used in store-
and-forward or advanced systems «ith ports connected to
individual' terminals or communication networks. Its
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flexible, multi-micro-processor design allows ports of
differing code, speed and protocol to be incorporated
into the same system. And, the switch can be configured
from any terminal.
9.1.2 SL-1 Displayphone of Northern Telecom.- Di splay phone
combines the functions of a data terminal and the
flexibility of the SL-1 electronic telephone in one
compact, easy to use, desk-top terminal. It. has a
built-in speaker and microphone for handsfree calling.
A voice conversation can be carried on at the same time
as data and text appear on the-screen. A wide range of
features are available in the SL-1 Di splay phone, namely
automatic dial and re-dial, a CaliForward feature that
would routine your calls to you automatically, a Digit
Display feature lets you know who is calling even before
you -1nwer the phone, electronic conference, a Reminder
Service that store your schedule of meetings ancl
appointments. to alert you at the correct time, electronic
mailing and most important, the ability to access any
database.
9.1.3 Datapak of Hong Kong 't'elephone- Datapak is Hong Kong
Telephone's public data network which uses packet
switching to provide a secure and flexible data transport
service between terminals and host computers.
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9.1.4 Kontact of tiitel- Kontact combines advanced Mitel
telecommunications technology with sophisticated
information processing capabilities. It is capable of
automatic dialing and mnemonic directories, call key
associates, clients or personnel simply by typing their
initials. Kontact automatically dials and redials
telephone numbers, even long distance calls. It has a
handheld. or speaker phone. Conversion can he made from
a private to a teleconference line at the touch of a
button. Kontact is a powerful electronic mailbox
system that can handle electronic correspondence even
other Kontact features are used. Kontact can access
information instantly. it can also alarm appoint:rents.
Moreover, while not in use as a communication terminal,
it can be used for other data processing or software
operations. Also, the Kr-3278 and the TK-100 software
packages emulates IBM 3278 and other compatible terminals
and high-level multi-tasking.
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9.2 The Dialcom network of International Telephone and Telegraph is
chosen as the hardware and software for the development of the
marketing information system because of its flexibility and wide
variety of features. Dialcom has taken various popular personal
computers and wrapped a complete communication package around it
This mix of hardware and software will turn a conventional
computer into a tool for international communication. This is
useful because, later, the company will go internationals
In addition to standard functions such as word processing,
spreadsheet calculations or accounting functions, the personal
computer will be attached to the world's most advanced au.to dial
modem which links users directly to databanks throughout the
world, electronic mailing, plus a variety of state-of-a t office
automation systems. Some of the outstanding features of Dialcom
is shown below:
9.2.1 The terminal,if The terminal, f not in the Dialcom system, can be used for
Various other purposes for which a computer is purchased
for.
9.2.2 The ITT Dialcom Electronic Mailboxes are connected to the-
worldwide telex and telegram networks as well as the Xmail
service network. Users will be able to originate messages
on personal computers, word processors or computer terminals
and send them to any other terminals.
9.2.3 A Speedmail service is also operating under the Dialcom
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network.
9.2.4 In Hong Kong, Dialcom is connected to the Packet switching
network.
9.2.5 The single most important facility under the Dialcom system
is Netlink which links the computer to overseas and local
databases.
9.2.6 To conclude, Dialcom Automated Office Systems package
initially focuses on our computer-based Electronic Mail
System. As a truly efficient communications tool, it can be
integrated easily with several of our other, modular systems
such as Informational Data Bases, Scheduling system, Data
Base Management systems, and Text Processing. This
versatility provides a superior base from which to approach
office automation. It is the key toward creativity,
retrieving and distributing information and therefore an
integral part of improving office productivity at every
level of an organization.
9.2.7 A summary of commands for the mail system is shown in
Appendix VIV.
9.2.8 A list of Dialcom compatible terminals is sho.Tn in
Appendix X.
9.2.9 A Dialcom charges table is shown in Appendix XI.
9.2.10 Some standard Dialcom hardware and software packages are
shown in Appendix XII.
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Chapter 10
LO Control of the system
Control should be built into the system itself.
The computer should be continually evaluated to determine if
they are still performing as expected and contributing necessary




11 Security of the system
Problem of tapping information is not very serious in Hong Kong
but it is still necessary to make precautions against this.
Only authorized persons will be allowed to have access and use
the data by using the RACS package of IBM.
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Chapter 12
12 Human Aspect of Marketing Information System
12.1 Technofear barrier most staff, including the top management of
A A Pacific are virtually computer illiterates whose lack
of knowledge about the computer system makes them afraid to
use such a system. To alleviate the problem, the interfaces
between users and the systems must be carefully designed so
that the interaction between users and the system will be as
friendly as -possible, outputs from the computers will be easy
to read and interpret, and hence, users must be actively
involved in the design of the sstems
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12.2 Afterall, the basic solution to computer illiteracy is to open
the road to computer literacy. A new language must be learnt
before one can even begin to grasp what computers are all about,
let alone be able to intelligently access the merits of computer
systems. In this regard, training courses will be conducted
from time to time for the staff in the organization.
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12.5 New computerised control systems allow managerial performance
to be monitored faster than ever before. Some people are just
not able to cope with that, its like being in a glass pressure
cooker. It used to take weeks or even months to get accounts
and an analysis of performance. Managers knew they had time to
react, adjust or. prepare excuses. But with modern information
technology there are no hiding places. As a result, st-rain on
management will grew bigger and bigger` The worst example of
such macho management was a managing director who was asked
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Appendix IV
Questinnaire to Sales Staff
l .What are the major criticisms you heard of about our VIA' card from
shop members*?
2-What are the major criticisms you heard of about our VIP card from
our menbe rs+?
3.W'hat other particular difficulties you have come across in selling
the car?
4-Please put down any new discount cards come to your know] edge and
t-hwir nart-irtn1ar font-tirP.?
81
Name of. Card Special Features
5-Please put doom any new plan: or d evelopmeTnts came to your mind
regarding other discount card como:anies you know of?
6.Please put down below sonic s isc stions you think could improve the
services and efficienc Of the C0111T)aInV:
*Shop members are shops at which our VIP cardghors are cntuked to
discounts or special offers.
+Memhcrs arp VIP crdholders.
Appendix V
Questionaire to Members
Kindly complete the following questionaires and return it to the
company. Your coorperation would do a great help in guiding the company
in providing better services to all the VIP cardholders. A return
envelope has been enclosed for this purpose. Thank you.
Please complete both sections.
Section A
1.Please rate the following aspects along the scale given by putting a
tick in the appropriate box:
a.Number of shops at which discounts
are offered to VIP cardholders
b.Diversity of kinds of shops at
which discounts are offered to
VIP cardholders
c.Location of shops at which discounts
are offered to VIP cardholders
d.Diversity of services provided by
Insufficient Fair Sufficient
N o t Fa i r 1 v Di. ve r s i f y
D i v e. r s i f y




e.Quality of services provided by
the company
f.Annual fee of the card
Not Fa i r ly D i ve r s i f y
Diversifv
Poor Fai r Good
Cheap Reasonable
Expensive
— •I lease put down the troubles or inconvenience, if any, you have come
across when using the VIP card:
Nature of troub1es Name of shops that caused Date
ineonvenience the troubleinconvonicnce
3.Please put down the types of shops and their names, address of the
shops you would like to be included in the shop list:
Name of shop Address
••What particular services you would like to be provided by our company
that are not at present being provided?
5.Please put down some ideas that you think would improve the company's
services to the VIP cardholders:
Section B
1.Please put down any new discount cards come to your knowledge and
their particular features:
Name of card P a r t i c 111 a r f e a t u r e s
2.Please put down any new plans or developments come to your mind
regarding other discount card companies you know of:
Appendix VI
VIP Card Divison
Balance Sheet as at April 31, 1985















VIP Ca rd Division
Profit Loss Account for the three months
ended April 31, 1985
Cost of Cards Sold 11K$675 Member fee HK$15000
Gross Profit cd 14325
1 5000 15000













Cost An a1y sis
Using an absorption cost approach:
Cost per card- Variable Cost+ Fixed Cost per card+
Operating Cost per card
Variable Cost- member card cost+ name punch fee
+ shop list cost+ cost of
application form
= HK$(4.5+ 0.8+ 0.3)
= H K$ 5. 6
At present, the total capacity of the division can handle up to
10000 members. Hence, the average total fixed cost per year will
be divided by 10000 to get the fixed cost per card:
Fixed Cost per card= HK$7.242
Similarly, operating expenses per card= HK$3.6302
The above cost figures would be monitored and the cost trend out putted
from the computer is decreasing.
Cost per part-time agent
=cost of binder+ paper folder
=HK$4.65
Appendix IX
KAIL (NOTE: Brockets[) ccan OPTIONAL use)
Send, Rend or Scan:
PLAY DIR.(? nane?]
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|Re ad or Scan:





(or a ny Disposition:
- option below)



















.DISPLAY DIR[? name? j
. D IS P LA Y R E F [Inane?]
.DISPLAY FILES
. Q UIT







SAVEf i 1 e n a a c
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MAIL SYSTEM- Summary of C o era n d s
Appendix X
0ia 1com C ompatib1e T g rmin a 1 s
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Atari XL600 XL 800
QBC Acorn PC
C a n o n A P 4 0 0 A P 5 0 0
CPT 8000350(3
S e r i e s
Dulmont Magnum
Epson HX20










T a 1 1 y MT1612
Teletype M43








Cable• Wir e1ess Sy st ems L td
Amp ex Wor1d 0 pe rations, S.A.
Gil man Office Machines
Swire Systems Ltd.
Wong's Kong King Ltd.
Acorri Computers (Far East) Ltd.
J a r d i n e M a r k e t i n a S e r vice L t d.
T h e E a s t A s i a t i c C o. L t d.
Omtis Ltd.
£ p s on E1ectronics T r adin g Ltd.
I B M VI o rid T r a d e C o r p.
IBM World Trade Corp.
NC R (H o n g K o n g) Ltd.
S u m i t: o m o C o r rp. (H o r i g K o n q) L t d.
011 v e 11 i (H. K.) L t d.
Vi o o 1 f h V on n g C o. L t d.w'
T e11 ec Electronic Sy s t ems L td.
Wing Group Co. Ltd.I
T h e E a s t A s i a t i c Co. Ltd,
Cab Ie x Wireless uys t ems Ltu.
Swire Telecorns
P o I y d a t a S y s t em s L t d.
Woolf Young Co. Ltd.
3 iM F a r E a s t L t d.
3 w i r e S y s t e n s L t d.
'W a n u P a c i f i c L td.





Wi 1 1 i am Wong
Lawrence Chui
Candy Wong
R i ck Rand
Jackie Mak
Martyn Willes
M o n i s B e r a h a
Alexander Cheng




A1 e x a n d e r Wa n





K e n n e 111 Wo n g
Edmond Chan
A n (i r ew T s a n g
K. W. Ling
Stephen Ho
Wi 1 1 i a m Wo n y
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Appendix XI
DIALCOM CHARGES
A. Initial Registration Fee (including one free set of manuals).. HK$600.00
B. Connect charge (per connect minute) HK$Q.80











(One block contains upto 2048 characters)
D. Remote mail- For each message per Dial com system outside Hong Kong:
Volume charge (per ki1ocharacter or part thereof) HK$3.00
P MP Tl T W1_ r nmmnnirsHon rh a rno (n n r rnnnprt mi nut p
Volume charae (oer ki1ocharacter or oart thereof)
(Minimum charge per NETLINK session:
1 connect minute AND 1 ki1ocharacter)
HK$1.00
HKJ3.00
F. Additional training- Charge per person per daj . HK$ F .0 o C.








DataBase Dialcom has taken the IBM PCXT and wrapped a eomplete communications
package around it. Tested and approved by DataBase, this mix of hardware and software will
turn a conventional computer into a tool for international communications.
In addition to standard functions such as word processing and spreadsheet calculations, your
IBM PCXT will be attached to the world's most advanced auto dial modem which links you
directly to DataBase Asia's business and credit information.
As part of our DataBase Communications Package we will help you hook up to Cable and
Wireless (HK) Ltd's Dialcom Automated Office System. You can then access Electronic Mail,
overseas databases, plus a variety of state-of-the-art office automation systems.
Included in every package is membership in DataBase Asia, a three-year subscription to
DataBase Dialcom, a HKS500 Information Credit with DataBase, plus much more.
DataBase Communications Packages. Available exclusively from DataBase Asia Ltd, the
market leader in business information.
THE DETAILS
The Hardware
IBM PCXT System Unit (256K RAM360 KB and 10MB Fixed Disk)
Video screen (Monochrome Display) and Printer Adaptor
Memory Expansion (64256K)
Printer (FX-100 and printer cable)
Disk Operating System 2.0
The Software
Wordprocessing (Wordstar)




FREE Membership in DataBase Asia (regular fee HK$1,000), including:
— 3 Year subscription to DataBase Dialcom (normally HKS400 per year)
— No Registration Fee (regularly HKS600) for full Dialcom services from
Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd
— Discounts on designated DataBase Asia group products
— Free copy of Who's Who in Hong Kong (Retail Price HKS500)
— Free copy of The Monitor, DataBase's Information Industry Newsletter
— Lost credit card service (when operational)
— HKS500 Online Information Credit with DataBase Asia Ltd
The Terms
You can buy this package on easy-to-manage hire purchase terms. I here is no deposit and
36 months to pay. Or you can lease the equipment if you wish to keep the purchase outside
your capital budget. For more information call DataBase Dialcom on 5-6522211.
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IBM PC
The Concept
DataBase Dialcom has taken the IBM Personal Computer and wrapped a complete
communications package around it. Tested and approved by DataBase, this mix of hardware
and software will turn a conventional computer into a tool for international communications.
In addition to standard functions such as word processing and spreadsheet calculations, your
IBM Personal Computer will be attached to the world's most advanced auto dial modem which
links you directly to DataBase Asia's business and credit information.
As part of our DataBase Communications Package we will help you hook up to Cable and
Wireless (HK) Ltd's Dialcom Automated Office System. You can then access Electronic Mail,
overseas databases, plus a variety of state-of-the-art office automation systems.
Included in every package is membership in DataBase Asia, a three-year subscription to
DataBase Dialcom, a HK$500 Information Credit with DataBase, plus much more.
DataBase Communications Packages. Available exclusively from DataBase Asia Ltd, the
market leader in business information.
THE DETAILS
I he Hardware
IBM Personal Computer System Unit (256K RAM360 KB Drive)
Disk Drive (320 KB)
Video Screen (Monochrome Display) and Printer Adaptor Memory Expansion (64256K)
Printer (FX-100 and printer cable)
Disk Operating System 2.0
The Software
Wordprocessing (Wordstar)




FREE Membership in DataBase Asia (regular fee HK$ 1,000), including:
— 3 Year subscription to DataBase Diaicom (normally HKS400 per year)
— No Registration Fee (regularly HK$600) for full Dialcom services from
Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd
— Discounts on designated DataBase Asia group products
— Free copy of Who's Who in Hong Kong (Retail Price HKS500)
— Free copy of The Monitor, DataBase's Information Industry Newsletter
— Lost credit card service (when operational)
— HK$500 Online Information Credit with DataBase Asia Ltd
The Terms
You can buy this package on easy-to-manage hire purchase terms. There is no deposit and
36 months to pay. Or you can lease the equipment if you wish to keep the purchase outside
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DataBase Dialcom has taken the Apple Macintosh personal computer and wrapped a
complete communications package around it. Tested and approved by DataBase, this mix of
hardware and software will turn a conventional computer into a tool for international
communications.
In addition to standard functions such as word processing and spreadsheet calculations, your
Macintosh will be attached to the world's most advanced auto dial modem which links you
directly to DataBase Asia's business and credit information.
As part of our DataBase Communications Package we will help you hook up to Cable and
Wireless (HK) Ltd's Dialcom Automated Office System. You can then access Electronic Mail,
overseas databases, plus a varietv of state-of-the-art office automation systems.
Included in every package is membership in DataBase Asia, a three-year subscription to
DataBase Dialcom, a HK$500 Information Credit with DataBase, plus much more.
DataBase Communications Packages. Available exclusively from DataBase Asia Ltd, the













FREE Membership in DataBase Asia (regular fee HK$1,00G), including:
— 3 Year subscription to DataBase Dialcom (normally HK$400 per year)
— No Registration Fee (regularly HKS600) for full Dialcom services from.
Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd
— Discounts on designated DataBase Asia group products
— Free copy of Who's Who in Hong Kong (Retail Price HK$500)
— Free copy of The Monitor, DataBase's Information Industry Newsletter
— Lost credit card service (when operational)-
— HK$500 Online Information Credit with DataBase Asia Ltd
The Terms
You can buy this package on easy-tomanage hire purchase terms. There is no deposit and
36 months to pay. Or you can lease the equipment if you wish to keep the purchase outside






DataBase Dialcom has taken the Apple lie personal computer and wrapped a complete
communications package around it. Tested and approved by DataBase, this mix of hardware
and software will turn a conventional computer into a tool for international communications.
In addition to standard functions such as word processing and spreadsheet calculations, your
Apple lie will be attached to the world's most advanced auto dial modem which links you
directly to DataBase Asia's business and credit information.
As part of our DataBase Communications Package we will help you hook up to Cable and
Wireless (HK) Ltd's Dialcom Automated Office System. You can then access Electronic Mail,
overseas databases, plus a variety of state-of-the-art office automation systems.
Included in every package is membership in DataBase Asia, a three-year subscription to
DataBase Dialcom, a HK$500 Information Credit with DataBase, plus much more.
DataBase Communications Packages. Available exclusively from DataBase Asia Ltd, the




Video Screen (Monitor II)
80 Column card









FREE Membership in DataBase Asia (regular fee HK$1,000), including:
— 3 Year subscription to DataBase Dialcom (normally HK$400 per year)
— No Registration Fee (regularly HKS600) for full Dialcom services from
Cable Wireless (HK) Ltd
— Discounts on designated DataBase Asia group products
— Free copy of Who's Who in Hong Kong (Retail Price HKS500)
_ Free copy of The Monitor, DataBase's Information Industry Newsletter
— Lost credit card service (when operational)
— HK$500 Online Information Credit with DataBase Asia Ltd
The Terms
You can buy this package on easy-to-manage hire purchase terms. 1 here is no deposit and
36 months to pay. Or you can lease the equipment if you wish to keep the purchase outside
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究 竟 咩 叫 做 第 一 代 客 户 呢 ？ 比 如 你 係
本 公 司 嘅 VIP 咭 代 理 你 將 VIP 咭 介 紹 俾 你
俾 朋 友 啊 A 咁 啊 A






A 亦 有 興 趣 參 加 我 地 嘅 VIP 咭
代 理 工 作 ， 而 啊 A 特 VIP 咭 介 紹 俾 嘅 朋 友
啊 B 咁 啊 B 就 你 你 嘅 第 二 代 客 戶 啦 。
Third
Genercition Member
收 ， 5 虔沙 4 V I p 0式！
i1 p 7，臂,々V；—
“- 口0 莉 C 就 值 依 、 赴 鑲 三 狀
激 實 也






























































ppp TOT) NUMBER OF MEMBERS
T; nV'TT-TP FIRST GENERATION
12
5 MONTHS SECOND GENERATION
ix12: R14 4
6 MONTHS rp• J T p D p. T? TvT T? n A ryiTp TT
1 L A v 1 9• A 1 7? R
TOTAL PERIOD










咁 播 我 完 全 無 工 作 經 驗 ， 同 時 自 己 嘅 親
朋 戚 友 又 少 過 人 ， 吾 知 做 吾 做 嚟 呢 ？
放 心 ！ 祇 要 你 勤 力 工 作 ， 即 使 你 毫 無 經
驗 ， 識 得 嘅 人 又 少 ， 你 至 少 可 以 達 到 以 下 嘅 成
績 ， 向 開 頭 三 個 月 內 ， 算 你 一 個 星 期 先 賣 出 一
張
VIP 咭 ， 即 是 話 你 都 有 12 個 第 一 代 客 戶 ， 假
設 呢 12 個 第 一 客 戶 又 係 全 無 工 作 綴 ， 亦
係 要 三 個 月 先 返 到
12
個 客 戶 ， 咁 你 都 有 12
X
12 個 = 144 個 第 二 代 客 戶 ， 假 設 你 咗 第 二 代 客
戶 又 係 咁 ， 全 無 綴 同 是 朋 友 都 吾 多 個 ， 兼
仲 蛇 王 係 ， 佢 地 要 本 年 先 捱 到
12
個 客 戶 ， 你 都
有 12 X 144 個 = 1728 個 第 三 客 戶 ， 即 是 話 你
第 一 年 都 賺 到 接 近 二 萬 銀 嘅 收 入 ， 同 時 ， 呢 份
工 嘅 最 大 優 點 ， 就 像 佢 嘅 薪 酬 係 不 斷 累 積 嘅 ，
即 是 話 你 第 一 年 嘅 薪 酬 係 二 萬 蚊 ， 向 第 二 年
你 又 搵 返 同 樣 數 目 嘅 新 客 戶 ， 你 就 可 以 由 新
客 戶 處 得 到 二 萬 銀 薪 酬 ， 而 你 去 年 嘅 舊 客 戶
又 無 走 ， 咁 你 就 可 以 早 舊 客 戶 度 再 得 到 二 萬
銀 ， 換 言 之 ， 你 第 二 年 總 收 入 就 係 二 萬 加 二 萬
等 於 四 萬 銀 啦 ， 所 以 ， 祇 要 你 繼 續 工 作 ， 你 嘅 客
戶 同 你 嘅 酬 勞 都 全 逐 年 上 升 。
（ 注 ） 此 段 播 音 早 女 譯 主 講
PERIOD NUMBER OF MEMBERS COMMISSION
9 r7?7?T.rc;i» JLjIJ1 TP T TC 'T on r IRTT TRIO A m T mi-L lxiu 1 u J—L w 11 10xS25
' 1 0 = 2250
TO'MTIT? i Xv_X1•. J. II CVf?npT.TT) XLTPTT?TJ A rnjmT9 J XXi 'i- J Wi 4» -_J i L. 11 JL J. ro ox- cO»x r»( I• ai')
10x10:100 =$1500
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-810000
Oi 0 m AT x- rT 70 T rr1 OtlAJj Att i JL TT N T A —T» N- -T T I' j! I'|J i_j.()), j 'V!'••-'{(; 0'-L __c._-»•J v v9i i. i i _.i. t.X'. 1. OAi.?
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PERIOD NUMBER OF MEMBERS COMMISSION
:j m. H k• -N. t? T p C Ot r r?M pD•. m t pen 2 Ox 3 2 5
20 _ o coo
1 V MONTHS SECOND G-NEERATION 400Av!5
2 Ox20• 2 00 -06000
-1: iO'i i. IaU •T T J t D 'X n ~p NT;rrj«, rp j p: t Qonnrvin
400x20: D J U U =$80000
TifsnAT, pjD7nTi TOTAL COMMISSION
6 Months 386500
One Year 2x386500-3173000
D我 嘅 人 缘 吾 错 。 朋 友 都 有 很 多 ， 如 果 我 勤 力 去 做
又 会 难 得 也 新 酬 呢 ？ 注









{ 注 } 此 段 播 音 ， 由 女 所 立 讲

我 知 呢 份 工 唧 報 酬 系 相 當 高 ， 但 我 地 工 作 開 頭 真 系 要 好 勤 力 好 辛 苦 先 得 吾 知 我 吧
除 咗 報 酬 之 外 ， 有 無 其 它 獎 勵 同 我 地 打 打 氣
呢 ？
注 D
表 現 唧 員 工 ， 祗 要 你 能 夠 達 到 下 列 目 標 ， 公 司
方 面 就 會 有 名 次 獎 品 質 獎 勵 　 　 工 啦 ！
注 　 此 段 播 音 由 女 　 主 講
Period: 2 c3f 11hs
|—-| (J»»
Gls n ls ip ff f°| n
_ we I w I PI I I w 8 6
1( J Qppr. n (1
0 t n n o, p n T B% io
衹 要 你 向 開 頭 個 朋 內 能 夠 有 10 個 以
上 嘅 第 一 代 客 戶 同 理
100 個 以 上 嘅 第 二 代 客
戶 就 可 以 火 啊 獲 得 本 公 司 頒 贈 嘅 1/10 安 士 富 格 林







兩 個 朋 內 獲 得 20 個 以 上 嘅 第 一 代 客 戶 ，
400 個 以 上 嘅 第 二 客 戶 ， 即 可 獲 得 1/4 安 士 富
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力 工 ， 樣 睡 ， 人 參 啦 ， ， 袭 锻 氣 么 秦 補 舰 ， 辦 補 ，
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